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About This Game

Experience the mesmerizing world of Dreii, the award-winning collaborative physics
conundrum.

Dreii is a puzzling game about skill, logic and friendship. It subtly connects players in real-time across the world, to help one
another in a battle against gravity.

Build a Tower. The mission is simple. But once again, things get in the way... Explosives, thunderstorms, completely
incompetent colleagues. Oh, and have you heard of this thing called gravity?

Play with your friends. Dreii automatically connects all screens across all platforms. This means you can even play
with your friends who have Dreii on their mobiles.

Speak in 19 Languages. Dreii features an universal communication tool which allows players to speak to others,
wherever they are in the world.
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Let's Dance! One of the best thing about Dreii is how it sounds. Each player has its very own instrument. Avatars work
together to form Dreii's unique universal orchestra, creating a unique musical landscape, inspired by archaic instruments
and ancient melodies.

Uber Swiss Design. Dreii is designed to be as universal as possible. However, in a strange way it's also very Swiss,
where it was made. Clean typography, minimalism with attention to detail. Maybe that is why it has won the European
Design Award.
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Title: Dreii
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Etter Studio
Publisher:
Etter Studio
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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This documentary is 2 hours and 7ish minutes long, and it actually kept me intreagued through the whole thing, extremely
facinating history.. ya satu lagi game murah yg lumayan untuk mengisi waktu luang dengan spek yg rendah. I bought the whole
civil war series which is awesome by the way now i'm starting on the Tank Battle series which is also a awesome series! Great
games!. Heli Heroes is a budget title from early 2000s and a vertical shump at that. It doesn't seem to be much, but genres like
this one were already viewed as a thing of a past by that time. I could easily mistake it for a Shareware game, expect it isn't.

As it's quite an old game, how does it work? Well... one thing for sure is that it works. You can configure the game, where you
can set a resolution. But while you can choose widescreen resolution out of a list, a game wasn't designed for this. What it will
do is to cut a portion of screen above and below, so in order to see whole intented game screen, you should set resolution to 4:3
one!
You also can't change controls, and seeing how it uses Shift and Ctrl, you better be careful at button mashing it, unless you want
curious Windows to interrupt you. Just hold it carefully.
And yes, the pleasent thing of having to enter your key and of having score leaderboards not work anymore.

At the main menu you can choose whetever you want to Start Game or want do Competition. Competition is like a classic
arcade game, or like endurance, or survival... Anyway, you have to play from first mission without continues and saving of sorts,
and your score will be written down in highscore leaderboard where you compete with other players for better score if forget
that it doesn't work anymore.
Otherwise, you head into simple Start Game, where you can choose mission and difficulty, the missions being unlocked
progressively. And you can choose between two helicopters, first one having guy as voice and has more damaging chaingun,
while second has female as pilot and has more armor. You probably should go with first one, but then again, you will spam
rockets a lot more. Male voice is also more tolerable, and characters speak a lot in this game, somewhat cool and somewhat
annoyingly. Yelling to find ejection button upon single hit and saying "take that you terrorist dog" upon shooting down a tree.
And then there is a two-player cooperative mode. But it's a local thing only, hope you got a friend who doesn't mind trying
games like this. Didn't get to try it myself. But you can also easily control two players in same time on keyboard, if you want to
try something new for fun.

The story is quite simple. You are American. And then there is America's dream enemy, the terroristical group Revolution Now.
NOW!! Which has both arabian and russian roots, as well as a bit of alien.
On good side, that means that you will travel through stereotypical deserts and snowy areas too, and I must say, 2000 year
lighting looks jolly on the nighty Siberia levels. And yes, it's one of better moments in game, while you listen to the better music
out of a very small selection that game has.

So yes, gameplay is your military vertical shooter, not Desert Strike genre, no. It doesn't go too crazy, so it's more simple, just
flying forward, sometimes getting to choose direction, shooting down things that shoot back at you and collecting powerups,
with only one of them being a negative one (turns screen upside down). Most often you have to do additional mission, that is to
destroy something or amount of something. In those cases the direction will loop you around the place. There even once was a
single mission in which you had to search for a president from a downed airplane, in which you had to choose what turn to take
every few seconds or so, but that's a single case.
Otherwise, you shoot, you make things explode. You collect power-ups to level up your minigun, which you shouldn't use
continiously, as it heats up and starts to shoot slower. And you collect all kinds of rockets, whetever lasers or big nuclear bomb,
which is hard not to take damage from, and spam it on everything as well.

Oh, and then there are boss battles. You are going to chase some kind of tough airship, which will stay on top of a screen,
shooting back at you. It seems to be pretty fine and all tough and great, until you realize one silly thing. Upon getting hit, they
activate a one-second or so shield. Thus if you keep on spamming chaingun AND rockets, you will get nowhere. Using strong
rockets every few seconds on other hand will give you a victory in each boss encounter quickly, maybe too quickly. Weird
concept.

So yes. It's not horrible. It's a small budget game from 2000s. Doesn't bring anything new, does no horrible wrong, gives you
action and explosion. Not something I can recommend to anybody, it's still something you can skip on. But it's good enough for
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what it is.
Sure not as bad as Steam reviews made me belive.

Oh yes, and the non-stop vertical movement in this game will do a weird thing on your eyes. After stopping the game, my eyes
kept on moving image vertically slightly for a minute or so. Wacky!. a nice game and it's free so nothing could go wrong with
trying it :D
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teribil spent 24 min on it and can't get the free ride. the handling could be better. I do not recremend this game
. I don't know what to say ive played almost all of these games and they havn't every been boring to me these games were my
childhood and i still play them from time to time some of the newer entries aren't as spectacular but they're still good games
from most of the stories coming straight from the books its worth playing to see the story actually take place.. this game is great.
there are different phonexes each with their own ablites. the game is hard but not unfiar and the levels take just enought time to
enjoy them

10/10. It's an eh gun and an even more eh attachment.

6\/10. DLC Provides
3 new pieces of equipment
5 New encounter cards
1 New companion
1 Disappointly simple challenge
1 "New" race in endless Mode

I have to say that though this DLC isn't bad it isn't good either. The lack of content for price is disappointingly bleak.
Equipment wise you get a new sword, a sheild and an artifact. None of which are platinum or brimstone.The sword comes with
a single quest task which yields a slightly better version of the same sword.
As to encounters there are 4 basic ones and 1 platinum though this is alright it would have been nice if these cards unlocked
other cards we could explore
The companion is by far the best part of this DLC but with everything else falling short you might prefer to wait for a sale.
The challenge was boring? Well maybe not boring but kind of simple to overcome.
Lastly you get a "New" race in endless. Which most players will note fairly quickly are just reskined skeletons that have a habit
of bugging out when they respawn. Resulting in the ai freezing in position or turning invisible.

So if you're really desprite for content then have at it but otherwise just wait till it goes on sale because the amount\/quality of
content presented is really not worth the asking price.

Update- So there has been a few updates and the "New" race appears to be fixed.

Though still reskined skeletons, they now instead of bugging out when you kill them one of two things will occur, they will
respawn or a magic zone will appear. This zone will come in one of two types either it'll be a damage over time zone or one the
snares the player when they enter\/. It's exactly what one would expect from a $5 game. Amazingly addictive yet seemingly
simplistic game. I guess it is like feeding your goldfish when you'tr tried of blowing♥♥♥♥♥♥up and shooting aliens and
demons. It is definitely a very unique experience I would highly recommend for lowering your blood pressure (normally) but
severely addictive.

My main gripes are more features and multiplayer but whatever.

I can't really put awesomeness of this game into words but I already played it like as much as games I boiuggt $40-50 on.You
are a simple cell with a simple mission: feed your "antigens" i.e. spores into unfertizilized eggs. Of course, the other single cell
beings are doing that too and so it becomes a contest of sending spore at each other for there can only be one! (color cell) and I
really don't get what their deal is some have such a personality they attack me immediately, others mostly leave me alone.

Anyone, it's a good game and you should buy it. Seriouly if it's on sale buy it. I spent hours straight after player FPS and tactical
and this game I just want more of it but can't unlock the latest levels. Very well done game guys hope there is a Microcosum 2 in
some years.. horrible puzzle game!. I went into this thinking waste of money, but ended up surpised! I like doing jigsaw puzzles,
this just made doing them harder which is a nice twist.
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